
Dear Concern,  

please be informed that we received the below questions from interested bidders which were answered 

(in blue) by our team as the following: 

1. Is DAI registered as a legal entity in Baghdad and/or Erbil and if so what is the month and year 

of registration in each jurisdiction? 

Answer: DAI is registered in Baghdad and Erbil.  The years of registration will be provided to 

the winning bidder. 

2. We understand from the RFP documents that DAI is registered as a foreign branch office in 

Baghdad. Please confirm. 

Answer: DAI is registered as foreign branch in Baghdad and Erbil.  This RFP is for Baghdad and 

not Kurdistan. 

3.  Does DAI have a tax file open at the General Commission for Taxes (GCT) in Baghdad  or will 

the provider be required to open a file at the GCT? 

Answer: DAI has an open file with GCT in Baghdad. 

4. Does DAI have a social security file open at the Workers Pension and Social Security Office 

(WPSSO) in Baghdad or will the provider be required to open a file at the WPSSO? 

Answer: DAI has already an open file with WPSSO in Baghdad 

5. Does DAI have a tax file open at the Income Tax Directorate in Erbil (ITD) or will the provider be 

required to open a file at the ITD (only applicable if DAI has an entity registration in Erbil)? 

Answer: DAI has an open tax file in Erbil.  This RFP is for Baghdad and not Kurdistan. 

6. Does DAI have a social security file open at the Workers Labor and Social Security Office 

(WLSSO) in Erbil or will the provider be required to open a file at the WLSSO (only applicable if 

DAI has an entity registration in Erbil)? 

Answer: DAI has already an open file with WPSSO in Baghdad. 

7. Will all social security filings be made at   either the  WPSSO in Baghdad or the WLSSO in Erbil or 

will there be a requirement to have multiple filings at other different cities? The latter will 

render a higher cost and Tiller might not be able to render filing service at all required cities;  

Answer: Social Security filing is made in Baghdad and Erbil for the Kurdistan.  This RFP is for 

Baghdad and not Kurdistan. 

8. Is DAI up to date on employee tax filings up to the date in which the contract is awarded or a 

certain earlier date or is the provider required to quote for historic tax compliance as well? 

Answer: The quote in the RFP pertains to any given year whether past or future. 



9. Is DAI up to date on employee social security filings up to the date in which the contract is 

awarded or a certain earlier date or is the provider required to quote for historic social security 

compliance as well?  

Answer: The quote in the RFP pertains to any given year whether past or future. 

10. Has DAI prepared financial statements from year of registration in Iraq and up through 2018?  

Answer: Yes. 

11. What is the average number of local employees and what is the average number of expat 

workers DAI employs? Please provide numbers for each jurisdiction (Kurdistan and Central 

Iraq):  

Answer: This information will be provided to the winning bidder.  The bidder has to quote for a 

minimum of staff where the cost is fixed and then a variable cost for additional staff thereof.   

12. Audit fee by independent auditor is set by the Iraqi Association for Certified Accountants 

(IACA). IACA sets guidelines under which the audit fee depends on the amount of revenues and 

expenses for the relevant year. Please provide average or estimated revenues and expenses 

during the Iraq fiscal year from Jan 1 through Dec 31.  

Answer: This information will be provided to the winning bidder.  Audit fees are reimbursable 

at cost. 

13. Does DAI have other projects in Iraq? In order to obtain a tax clearance from the Companies 

Department of the GCT, taxes on all Iraq projects (not just this USAID one) need to be settled; 

Answer: DAI does not have other projects in Iraq. 

14. Are you aware of or do you intend to apply for any corporate tax exemptions? If so, has a 

status for exemption already been established or does the provider need to prove eligibility for 

exemption? 

Answer: DAI falls under Law 108 of 2012 for exemptions related matter.   

15. Is a corporate tax clearance required from the GCT in Baghdad as well as from the ITD in 

Kurdistan? 

Answer: DAI is corporate tax cleared in Baghdad.  This RFP is for Baghdad. 

16. Is the managing director an Iraqi or foreign national? If foreign, do they have an Iraqi work 

permit issued from the Ministry of Labor and Social Affairs in Baghdad? 

Answer: This information will be provided to the winning bidder.   



17. The RFP states under (1.3) the detailed scope of work – PIT services that a tax clearance is 

required. This implies that the clearance covers PIT only. However, a tax clearance requires 

corporate tax settlement as well. Should there be a separate quote for corporate tax services? 

Answer: DAI is corporate tax exempt under law 108 of 2012.  

 

Best Regards, 

 

IGPA-Procurement 

 


